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Cruel - definition of cruel by The Free Dictionary
cruel definition: 1. extremely unkind and unpleasant and
causing pain to people or animals intentionally: 2. causing
suffering: 3. in a cruel way. Learn more.
Cruel - definition of cruel by The Free Dictionary
cruel definition: 1. extremely unkind and unpleasant and
causing pain to people or animals intentionally: 2. causing
suffering: 3. in a cruel way. Learn more.
TOO COOL FOR CRUEL - Be brave and make a statement
Definition of cruel - wilfully causing pain or suffering to
others, or feeling no concern about it.

cruel | meaning of cruel in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English | LDOCE
A society that allows Cops to physically Hurt someone
otherwise could be a innocent civilian to the point of oh most
killing the person is just cruel to me, 2. they.
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does Cruel mean?
Middle English cruel, borrowed from Old French cruel,
Latin cr?d?lis cruel (comparative crueler or crueller or
cruel, superlative cruelest or.

Cruel - definition of cruel by The Free Dictionary
Define cruel. cruel synonyms, cruel pronunciation, cruel
translation, English dictionary definition of cruel. adj.
cru·el·er, cru·el·est or cru·el·ler or cru·el·lest 1.
Cruel | Definition of Cruel by Merriam-Webster
Cruel definition: Someone who is cruel deliberately causes
pain or distress to people or animals. | Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.
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Hone, moreover, secured for himself the symbolic Cruel ground
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